Performance you can count on
Equipment • Supplies • Service • Rentals

PRODUCT SUPPORT

Emergency Support Available 24/7
McCannOnline.com
A Family Business
In 1967 Richard J. McCann founded McCann Construction Specialties Company at 639 N. Addison Road in Villa Park, IL to sell concrete forms and accessories. Dick grew the company steadily over the next thirty years, expanding to represent many manufacturers of construction products and light equipment. McCann Power & Equipment was established in 1994 with the acquisition of three CASE Construction Equipment dealerships in Wheeling, IL, Bolingbrook, IL and Schererville, IN. Six years later, the two companies merged to become McCann Industries Inc., providing a full range of equipment, contractor supplies and services to serve the construction industry.

There are now seven McCann locations throughout the Chicago area representing over 400 suppliers and manufacturers. Today, Dick’s Son, Jim McCann, is President and CEO and Dennis Kruepke oversees the company as Chairman of the Board.

Our mission statement summarizes what we hope to accomplish every day: “At McCann, we are committed to exceptional customer satisfaction by providing quality products, sound technical support and responsive, reliable service. Our goal is to add value to all of our business relationships and … To Be Your First Choice!”

Our Services
McCann helps maximize uptime for customers with same day parts and contractor supply delivery and on-site service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our technicians undergo extensive training and are certified for any equipment they service. They routinely troubleshoot a situation to identify problems and quickly offer solutions to enhance your equipment’s performance.

When you need extra machines, McCann will deliver clean, well maintained rental equipment right to your jobsite. You can always count on getting good value by choosing a machine that meets your equipment needs from our used equipment fleet.

When it comes to contractor supplies, McCann carries the best brands in the business and backs them up with responsive, reliable technical knowhow that will help you select the right product for any application. With our multiple locations and extensive inventory, you can have the products you need, when you need them.

Our Equipment
Whatever type of equipment you’re looking for, you can probably find it at McCann. We carry the complete line of CASE Construction Equipment and Takeuchi loaders and excavators, plus a wide selection of attachments, including hydraulic breakers, cold planers, brooms, buckets, forks and more. Additional equipment lines available are: Sullair air compressors, Wacker Neuson construction equipment, Allen Engineering concrete finishing equipment, Husqvarna Products and Stihl saws, E-Z Drill dowel drilling systems, Honda pumps and generators, Bosch and Metabo power tools and a wide variety of support tools to keep your construction site running smoothly.

Our Contractor Supplies
McCann helps keep your construction project on schedule and on budget by providing quality construction materials and tools, backed with the very best supporting cast in the industry. Our vast inventory of contractor supply items includes concrete forms and accessories, rebar, wire mesh, paving products, decorative concrete products, concrete and masonry restoration materials, waterproofing products, sealants and coatings and much more.

Our Customers
The businesses that use our equipment and supplies include residential & commercial concrete contractors, grading & excavating contractors, sewer & water contractors, underground & utility contractors, landscaping contractors and nurseries, concrete & masonry restoration contractors, waterproofing & caulking contractors, municipal & governmental agencies and general contracting firms.
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CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS

McCann Industries assures technicians are trained continually

• McCann Industries’ technicians are factory trained and certified
• CASE, Takeuchi, Wacker Neuson, and Honda provide specialized training for their equipment

Our Technicians Are Factory Trained
McCann Industries has extensive training requirements to certify technicians and assure that they are properly equipped to service your machines. Our technicians attend classes at CASE’s technical training center in Racine, WI at least twice each year to learn any new diagnostic and service techniques and to understand any changes in manuals or equipment requirements for CASE machines.

Our technicians are trained in equipment operation, diagnostics, maintenance and repair. McCann Industries combines classroom training with on-the-job experience for a thorough understanding of machine maintenance and repair. Safety regulations and procedures are emphasized throughout the training process.

Operator Training
McCann Industries offers hands-on operator training onsite at your location to assure proper operation is being used with your equipment. When your operators are properly trained, they understand exactly how to run the machines and what the equipment is capable of doing. This knowledge avoids costly mistakes that are common when operators assume a machine can perform a task that it may not have been designed to do. Maintenance routines are also provided. Equipment that is cared for properly operates more efficiently and lasts longer. New equipment often has new capabilities. Operator training assures that they understand all of the bells and whistles on a new machine to maximize its capabilities.
Diagnostics
McCann Industries’ facilities are equipped with state-of-the-art electronic service diagnostic tools that provide accurate machine evaluations to pinpoint problems, whether they are with engines, drive trains, or hydraulic systems. Our shop staff is factory trained to correct equipment problems quickly and cost effectively which minimizes your downtime.

Repair or Remanufacture
McCann Industries offers repairs on any components. When a replacement is necessary, remanufactured components are an economical alternative. All remanufactured components meet OEM standards and carry a warranty comparable to new component warranties.

Light Equipment Repair Services
Our skilled service technicians are trained to repair any brand, any model of light or small equipment. They have completed training courses with Stihl, Wacker Neuson, Honda, Sullair, ICS, E-Z Drill, Allen and more.

We offer fast turnaround for light equipment repairs of:

- Air Compressors & Air Tools
- Concrete Buggies
- Concrete Mixers
- Concrete Pumps
- Drills
- Generators
- Heaters
- Hydraulic Vibrators
- Light Towers
- Pumps
- Saws
- Screeds
- Spreader
- Surface Prep Equipment
- Trowels
- And more …
ON-SITE SERVICE

Trained, certified technicians provide on-site services 24/7

Service trucks are equipped with the latest repair and diagnostic tools

- Machine maintenance maximizes uptime
- 24-Hour emergency repairs
- State-of-the-art electronic diagnostic tools and service trucks for jobsite repairs and service

**Machine Maintenance On-Site**

McCann Industries maintains a fleet of service trucks to provide on-site service for both repairs and routine maintenance. Our trained, certified technicians are dispatched to your jobsite to perform maintenance activities recommended by the equipment manufacturer at specified intervals. We can schedule these maintenance procedures when your machines are idle to optimize your equipment productivity.

**CASE SiteWatch Remote Monitoring**

The CASE SiteWatch wireless monitoring system allows you to track operating data in real time, identify equipment location, and receive service notifications anytime and anywhere. With this data, you can spot issues with operators to provide more training and complete maintenance on schedule to assure you meet warranty requirements.

The SiteWatch system with a 3 year subscription comes standard on full size wheel loaders, excavators, motor graders, and backhoe loaders, and is available as an option on forklifts, tractor loaders, compactors, skid steers, track loaders, compact wheel loaders, and mini excavators. McCann Industries can also add SiteWatch to nearly any piece of equipment in your fleet.

**24-Hour Emergency Service**

When one of your machines is down, you can count on us to come to your jobsite to repair your equipment as quickly as possible. We understand that you might have a problem on a weekend or evening, and our technicians are available whenever you need us. With eight locations across Illinois and Indiana, McCann technicians can quickly respond to your emergency and help you reduce costly downtime.
CASE MACHINE PROTECTION PLANS

Protect your equipment with an extended warranty

What is a Machine Protection Plan?
A Machine Protection Plan extends your CASE warranty beyond the period that comes with your equipment. It includes all the genuine CASE parts and the service performed by factory trained CASE technicians that your original warranty covers.

Why buy a Machine Protection Plan?
• It protects you against the expense of unexpected repairs.
• Resale value is higher, because the plan can be transferred to the new owner.

What equipment is eligible?
Add your Machine Protection Plan to your financing when you purchase new equipment. You can purchase your Machine Protection Plan any time during the warranty period at standard new equipment rates. You can even add Machine Protection Plans up to four months after the base warranty expires.* New equipment plans can be transferred to a new owner, which can boost its resale value.

Payment Options
Finance It—Payments can be financed through CNH Capital retail installment contracts.
Charge It—Charge your Machine Protection Plan to your CNH Revolving Account. Ask about a credit line increase to accommodate your payments.
Lease It—Add a Machine Protection Plan to your lease agreement.

Special Rates
Discounts are available on CASE Machine Protection Plans when bundled together with CASE Care Preventive Maintenance Agreements. Ask if your equipment qualifies.

What’s the cost?
There’s no additional cost. McCann’s eligible used equipment comes with this Purchased Protection Plan.*

Can the coverage be expanded?
Yes, ask about extending the length of coverage.

*Program eligibility is determined by the policy carrier. Not all used equipment in McCann’s inventory is eligible for this coverage. Contact McCann for details.
CASE PROCARE

The most complete maintenance and heavy machine support in the industry. Period.

Advantages

• **Lower ownership costs**—Maintenance is covered

• **Increase uptime**—Routine maintenance assures optimum performance

• **Higher resale value**—Detailed maintenance records are key to increased value

Planned Maintenance for 3 years or 3,000 hours

*Maintenance is included when you purchase your machine*

• Includes inspections and routine maintenance for all factory specified intervals where components or fluids are changed

• CNH Original Parts are used for all maintenance activities

• A detailed inspection by a factory-trained technician at each scheduled interval

• Reference the operator’s manual for maintenance intervals and details

• Any CASE dealer in the U.S. or Canada can service your machine

Full Factory Warranty for 3 years or 3,000 hours

*Hassle free repairs when something goes wrong*

• Transferable when you sell your machine

• Any CASE dealer in the U.S. or Canada can service your machine

• Travel costs are included*

*Some restrictions apply

WARRANTY, MAINTENANCE AND TELEMATICS.

All of it standard. Only from CASE.

3-Year/3,000-hour
Full machine factory warranty

3-Year/3,000-hour
Planned maintenance

3-Year
Advanced SiteWatch™ telematics subscription

CASE ProCare comes standard on select 2013 new heavy machine orders. Ask us for product availability.
FLEET MANAGEMENT SERVICES

• Locate your equipment any time, monitor actual machine hours of operation and unauthorized use

• Reduce costs and increase productivity with maintenance notifications and alerts for equipment problems

• Save on repairs with remote troubleshooting for equipment problems

SiteWatch GPS Fleet Management Systems
CASE SiteWatch automatically collects equipment data and wirelessly transmits it, so you can track its location at all times, monitor the hours of operation and capture machine usage data, like idle time. This data can be accessed through the internet. You can also allow outside parties to view the information about your equipment.

Automatic Maintenance
McCann Industries can take care of your maintenance needs automatically by using notifications from your SiteWatch system. We can even troubleshoot problems remotely, so we arrive at your jobsite with the parts and diagnostic equipment needed to repair your equipment, reducing your downtime.

Available Data
- Machine locator
- Machine hours
- Machine utilization
- Maintenance profiles and notifications
- Customized management and maintenance reports
- Set operation boundaries and receive violation reports
- Set curfews and receive violation alerts

Add SiteWatch to Almost Any Machine
SiteWatch comes standard on many new CASE machines, but adding it to your existing equipment makes it easy to track all your equipment in one place. We can install the system on nearly every machine in your fleet, including:

- Air Compressors
- Articulated Trucks
- Compact Track Loaders
- Crawler Tractors/Dozers
- Excavators
- Generators
- Motor Graders
- Skid Steer Loaders
- Tractor Loader/Backhoes
- Wheel Loaders
- And More
Credit Options

McCann Industries, Inc. Open Account
For your convenience McCann offers an open trade account that carries standard terms of net 30 days. Once your account is approved and open, you can purchase parts, service and supplies for your day-to-day needs at all McCann locations. Download a credit application at www.McCannOnline.com.

CNH Credit Line
Do you have a CNH Capital Commercial Revolving Account? It’s a great way to establish a dedicated credit line for parts, service, rental and accessory purchases at McCann Industries.
• No interest charged when you pay the balance in full each month
• No annual fee
• Minimum grace period of 25 days
• Flexible repayment terms
• Special promotions
• Easy to read monthly statements

Insurance

Purchasing your insurance through McCann Industries provides several advantages:

• Financing is available; and
• Premiums can be financed on your CNH Capital retail contracts and lease agreements.

Easy to Start—Forms are simple, and coverage can start right away.

Guaranteed Premium—Your premiums will not change for the term of your retail contract or lease agreement.

Independent Coverage—Claims made under this policy will not affect a customer’s premium for an existing policy.

Prompt Claim Service—McCann understands the equipment business and offers quick service for claims through our insurance provider.

Replacement Cost Basis—Lost or stolen equipment is valued at the full cost to repair or replace it with equipment of similar type and quality at the time of the loss or damage. Naturally, reimbursement cannot exceed the original purchase price or your actual repair or replacement costs.

Physical Damage Insurance—When the unexpected occurs, you need to know that your equipment is protected. McCann Industries offers Physical Damage Insurance (PDI), underwritten by Wesco Insurance Company, which provides comprehensive coverage to repair or replace your new or used equipment that is lost or damaged due to:

• Collision
• Overturn
• Earthquake
• Theft
• Fire
• Tornado
• Flood
• Vandalism
• Hail
• Wind
• Ingestion of foreign objects
• Vermin infestation

The policy also covers:
• Tires and tubes for the same perils as the rest of the equipment.
• Up to $10,000 per year for clean-up or removal of pollutants caused by a covered peril.
• Damage to equipment caused by a covered peril that follows a mechanical breakdown.

Financial Solutions

Equipment Financing & Leasing
In addition to financing CASE and Takeuchi equipment, McCann actively works with many commercial lenders to provide financial solutions to meet your specific needs.

Any Make or Type of Equipment
McCann provides financing for new and used equipment, including:

• Aerial Lifts and Booms
• Concrete and Asphalt Pavers
• Concrete Pumps
• Cranes
• Crushers and Screens
• Horizontal Directional Drills
• Trailers
• Trucks
• Tub Grinders
• And more
RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Supplement your fleet by the day, week or month

- Clean, well maintained equipment
- Jobsite delivery
- Quick service
- Rent to own options available
- Ideal opportunity to test equipment

Equipment available
- Air Compressors & Accessories
- Excavators
- Mini Excavators
- Wheel Loaders
- Skid Steer Loaders
- Compact Track Loaders
- Asphalt & Dirt Rollers
- Pumps, Generators, Lights
- Rammers & Plate Compactors
- Material Handling Equipment
- Concrete Cutting & Drilling
- Concrete Forming Equipment
- Concrete Placing Equipment
- Concrete Finishing Equipment
- And Much More!
When you need them—order online, via phone, or at our counter

- Most parts are available within 24 hours
- McCann Industries maintains a multimillion dollar parts inventory
- Order parts online
- 24/7 emergency parts support

Fast Availability
McCann Industries has a multimillion dollar parts inventory to deliver your parts as quickly as possible. Check the online catalogs for the correct part number, and call the location nearest you. Our parts and service managers average more than ten years of experience to help you find the parts you need. We’ll have them ready to be picked up at one of our eight locations. If it’s not in stock, we’ll locate the part through our extensive network of parts resources.

Online Ordering Made Easy
A link to the CASE Parts Store is available at http://mccannonline.com/parts.html. Enter your model number and automatically identify the correct parts for your equipment.

Store Your Machine Info with MyYard
The MyYard™ mobile app, powered by Partstore.CASECE.com, makes keeping track of machine parts simple. Just enter your model numbers, and the app will remember the equipment you own to make future orders easier. Parts manuals, assembly diagrams, and part number lists are all included for your machines. Create a custom parts list and forward it to our service department for fast repairs and reduced downtime.

Call to Order
You can always call the parts department at the location nearest you to request a part number and place your order for any brand, any model.

Save with CASE Remanufactured Parts
McCann Industries has a full line of remanufactured parts available. Remanufactured parts are completely disassembled, cleaned, inspected, re-engineered and rebuilt with new components to meet OEM specifications. All parts are tested to assure that specifications are met. Plus, remanufactured parts often cost as much as 25 – 45% less than new parts.
HYDRAULIC HOSE ASSEMBLIES

Huge Selection, Top Performance

• Avoid lost production time from hose failure
• Choose from our large inventory and keep spare parts on hand to avoid downtime

All Makes, All Models
Parker offers the widest variety of hoses in the industry, including braided, spiral, multi purpose, Push-Lok®, transportation, refrigerant, suction & return and more. McCann Industries stocks hoses in sizes ranging from -4 to -16 (1/4” to 1”), compatible with permanent crimp style (Parkrimp) fittings. Our expert technicians will help you determine exactly what you need.

Fast Turnaround
Hose replacements can be provided while you wait. Our mobile field service capability minimizes lost production time.

Reliable
Expertise in workmanship, combined with the correct hose and fittings assure performance under a wide range of working conditions, pressure requirements and heat tolerances.

FLEETGUARD FILTERS

Filters for Any Application
Over 7,000 products are available.

Excellent Warranty
The warranty for Fleetguard Filters provides universal coverage, including both parts and labor, and the warranty is not prorated.

Excellent Quality
Fleetguard Filters is dedicated to cutting edge technology and excellent quality in its filter systems. Fleetguard Filters is owned by Cummins Inc., a company that designs, manufactures, distributes and services engines. Over 190 OEM’s have chosen Fleetguard Filters for their own products. In every case, Fleetguard Filters meet or exceed OEM specifications.

Quick and Easy Filter Changes
Change your filters in just five minutes with Fleetguard’s quick and easy systems. Plus, Fleetguard Filters are designed so you can see when it’s time to change them, reducing the chance of unnecessary filter changes.
GROUND ENGAGING TOOLS AND ATTACHMENTS

Tools fit all brands, all models!

- Excellent performance
- Quick switches
- Quality materials

Ground Engaging Tools and Attachments Available

- Adapters
- Backhoe teeth
- Buckets
- Clamshell teeth
- Compactor feet
- Corner heel bands
- Corner wear shoes
- Couplers
- Dragline teeth
- Edge segments
- Excavator teeth
- End bits
- Fasteners
- Forks
- Heel plates
- Hooks
- Hydraulic brooms
- Hydraulic hammers
- Lips
- Links
- Pins
- Ripper shanks
- Ripper teeth
- Rope sockets
- Rubber plugs
- Scarifier shanks
- Shackles
- Shank guards
- Shovel buckets
- Shrouds
- Side cutters
- Side guards
- Spreader bars
- Teeth
- Vertical edges
- Wear edges

RUBBER TRACKS

Add traction and flotation

Rubber Tracks for Mini Excavators and Compact Track Loaders

- Smooth—up to 100% less vibrations and reduced noise level
- Strong—less risk of de-tracking
- Swift—Smotherer ride, even at maximum speed
- Unique tread patterns—minimal soil disturbance, maximum traction
- Complete range available to fit most machines
- Several brands of tracks available

BRAWLER® SOLID FLEX TIRES

Durable skid steer tires

Brawler® Solid Flex Tires

- No flats with solid rubber design
- Excellent flotation, less wear on equipment
- Fit all skid steer machines, using sizes 10 – 16.5 and 12 – 16.5
- OEM approved—Passed testing by many manufacturers
- Available in smooth tread and deep traction designs
- Additional makes and models of tires available
Lighting

Light up your equipment and jobsite

Easy to install magnetic and bolt on lights

Halogen Lights
- 3” x 5” 12V or 24V – driving or flood
- 4” x 6” 12V or 24V – driving or flood

Strobes
- Battery powered or electric models available
- 12V or 24V
- Several sizes available

Beacons
- Single and double rotating lights
- Amber, blue, red and white colors
- 12V or 24V

Top Brands for Contractor Tools

Ames High Quality Shovels
- Classic shovels
- Eagle shovels
- Gardner shovels
- Tough built shovels
- Agricultural shovels
- Wood shovels
- Fiberglass shovels

LaCrosse Boots
- 5 buckle
- 2 buckle
- Yellow slip-ons
- Slush boots
- And more

Burlington Installation Systems

- Auxiliary hydraulics kits
- Strobes/beacons
- Radios
- Fenders
- Special gauges
- Stabilizer guards
- And more

For CASE skid steers, loader backhoes, forklifts, loader/tool carriers, wheel loaders and more

Safety Equipment

Traffic Safety
The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration guidelines encourage workers who are exposed to construction equipment or moving traffic to wear high visibility safety apparel. The International Safety Equipment Association defines the area of reflective material on vests depending on the type of traffic conditions for the work area.

McCann Industries stocks a wide range of safety equipment at each branch, to help you comply with safety requirements.

Equipment and Supplies Available
- Vests
- Traffic cones
- Warning flags
- Marking paint
- Gloves
- Hard hats
- Safety glasses
- Caution tape
- Oversize load signs
- And more

Contractor Supplies
- Concrete forms and accessories
- Rebar and wire mesh
- Paving, curb & gutter and bridge products
- Decorative concrete products
- Concrete and masonry repair materials
- Epoxies and concrete treatments
- Sealants, caulking and firestopping systems
- Floor and deck coatings
- Architectural coatings
- Waterproofing and damp proofing materials
- Vapor barriers
- Fasteners and anchors
- Concrete and masonry cleaners
- Erosion control and drainage products
- Concrete placing and finishing tools
- Personal safety products
- Jobsite supplies
LIGHT EQUIPMENT

McCann Technicians are trained to repair any brand, any model of light or small equipment.

Honda Generators and Pumps

What to consider in selecting a generator
- Power Required
- Noise Level
- Electric Start
- Transportation

Pumps available for a wide range of applications
- General Purpose De-watering Pumps
- Trash Pumps
- Diaphragm Pump
- Submersible Pumps

E-Z Drill

Dowel Drilling Systems
Easy maneuverability and high production

Stihl Cutquik® Cut-Off Machines

Help make the job easier and quicker

Powerful — Cut through concrete, metal, asphalt, masonry, stone and ductile iron
Productive — Upright large capacity fuel tank for 20% longer run time

Easy to use — Top handle design for easy maneuverability
Durable — Magnesium cast cylinder and crankcase
Efficient — Air filtration system eliminates filter cleaning for TS410 and TS420’s

DeWalt Corded and Cordless Hand Tools

- Saws
- Drills
- Impact Drivers
- Dust Management
- And More

Wacker Neuson

Pumps
High performance centrifugal trash pumps designed to keep your jobsite dry

Generators
Heavy duty generators for reliable power

Portable Lighting Systems
For optimum, glare-free working conditions

Compaction Equipment
For tough compaction applications

Husqvarna

Wall & Floor Saws
Reliable, productive models for any size cutting job

Remote Demolition
Powerful remote-controlled demolition robot with a telescopic arm

Handheld Power Cutting
Gas, hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical machines for great precision, less effort and optimal efficiency

Drills
Hand drills, stands, and drilling systems are light and easy to use

Allen Engineering

Concrete Equipment
Walk behind and ride on trowels, material spreaders and truss screeds

Sprayers
Available in barrel, cart or tow mount

Sullair

Portable Compressors
Reliable rotary screw compressors, available from 125 to 1600 CFM

Air Tools
Handheld breakers, rock drills, hammers, rivet busters, and more
Services

- 24-hour emergency service
- A/C recharging
- Preventative maintenance packages
- CNH revolving account for parts, services, rental and accessory purchases
- Concrete form rental
- Delivery
- Equipment rental
- Extended warranties
- Financial services—All makes and equipment lines
- GPS equipment services
- Hydraulic concrete vibrator rebuilds and repairs
- Insurance services—Physical damage coverage
- Machine maintenance inspections
- Oil and ware analysis
- Online parts catalog
- On-site field service
- On-site filter programs
- Parts support with a multimillion dollar inventory
- Rebar estimating, detailing and fabrication
- Training—Safety, operating and maintenance

Equipment

- Compaction equipment
- Concrete cutting and drilling equipment
- Concrete handling, placing and finishing equipment
- Dozers
- Electric tools and accessories
- Excavators
- Floor grinding and polishing equipment
- Hand tools
- Leveling/surveying equipment
- Loaders
- Loader attachments
- Material handling equipment
- Mixers
- Motor graders
- Personal and safety equipment
- Portable air compressors and tools
- Portable lighting
- Pumps and generators
- Skid steer loaders and attachments

Contractor Supplies

- Concrete forms and accessories
- Rebar and wire mesh
- Paving, curb & gutter and bridge products
- Decorative concrete products
- Concrete and masonry repair materials
- Epoxies and concrete treatments
- Sealants, caulking and firestopping systems
- Floor and deck coatings
- Architectural coatings
- Waterproofing and damp proofing materials
- Vapor barriers
- Fasteners and anchors
- Concrete and masonry cleaners
- Erosion control and drainage products
- Concrete placing and finishing tools
- Personal safety products
- Jobsite supplies